
 
 
 
 
Hi All,  
 
Below is the list of products that are still available for sale with prices and information about the 
accessories included. We have agreed to honor any existing hire bookings so in cases where we still have 
an active booking, the dates available for pick up are listed underneath each item.  
 
Cheers, 
 
Jake and John 
sales@crazytownparties.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
MICKEY MOUSE THEMED TODDLERS SOFT PLAY INFLATABLE 

 
 
 

Product description This Mickey Mouse themed toddler's soft play inflatable is 

the perfect addition to any birthday party aged 1 to 5 years 

old.  

The inflatable playpen contains a small bounce area, slide 

with block ladder, a ball pit and 3 magic cones, over which 

the balls will float up and down, trapped in a wind tunnel. 



There is a netted entrance that can be clipped shut. 

Rest easy knowing the little ones are contained in a soft and 

fun play area. The inflatable contains super fun and brightly 

coloured images of Mickey mouse and his friends (Minnie 

Mouse, Goofy, Pluto and Donald Duck).  

Age suitable 1years - 5years old 

Accessories Included 1 x blower, ball pit balls 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs 
apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Age of product 1 year 

Product condition Excellent condition (near new) 

Dimensions inflated 4.5m wide x 4.5m deep x 2m tall.  
It requires 5m x 5m x 3m of available space. 

Price  $1350 

Available for  
collection from 

13/07/20 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MEGA SLIP AND SLIDE WATER SLIDE  

 

Product description This mega slip and slide inflatable is a crowd pleaser and is 
perfect for those hot summer days. It can be set up as a flat slide 
or it can be placed on a hill to give the waterslide some serious 
slope.  
Participants start on the ground at the end of the slide. They then 
run as fast as they can building up momentum before diving onto 
the inflatable water slide surface and sliding all the way down 
into the large pool at the end. This mega slide is wide enough for 
two people to race to the end and is some serious fun!  
 
The inflatable comes in two easy to manage pieces that connect 
together with eyelet holes, rope and velcro making it extra 
secure. The product can be used as one long 15m slide or an 
8m slide for smaller backyards.  

Age suitable Designed for all ages 5 years and up. Great for teens and adults! 

Accessories Included Blower and sprinkler 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Age of product 2 years 

Product condition Excellent condition 

Dimensions inflated 15m x 4m. Requires a minimum of 16m x 5m of available space. 

Price  $2900 

Available for  
collection from 

1 Available now 
1 Sold 



KNOCK IT OFF TARGET GAME 
 

 
 

Product description This large inflatable target game can be used to test your 
skills in a variety of games including sports games, shooting 
accuracy games and ring toss. 
 
Small lightweight balls will hover above each of the inflatable 
cones on this inflatable target game. Use the nerf guns, 
archery set or sports balls to throw, hit, kick or shoot at the 
floating targets. See who can get the highest score by 
knocking down the balls with the most points. This inflatable 
can also be used as a carnival game at school fetes or 
fundraising events. Participants can attempt to reach a 
certain score to win a prize or the cones can be used as a 
ring toss game. There is plenty of fun to be had with this 
inflatable game! 

Age suitable Suitable for ages 5 years to adult 

Accessories Included 3 x Nerf or Xshot guns, large amount of foam darts, ring toss 
hoops, 3 x soccer balls, 1 x bow (soft tip arrow not included), 
20 x floating balls  

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each, Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension leads @ $10 each, Safety mats @ $60 each 

Age of product 1 year 

Product condition Excellent near new condition 



Dimensions inflated 4m x 3m x 3.5m tall. Requires 4m x 4m x 3.7m of available space, 
plus room for participants to stand back and fire at the targets. 

Price  $880 

Available for  
collection from 

2 available now 

 
 
 
 
KING OF THE HILL GLADIATOR DUEL and SLIPPERY BALANCE BEAM 
 

 



 
 
 

Product description This amazing product can be used for two great activities.  

Slippery Balance Beam 

Suds up the balance beam for slippery balance beam races (a 
great addition to a fun run). Try to make it across the beam 
without slipping down the slides either side. We have two of 
these inflatables that can both be purchased and set up side 
by side for two lane races.  

King of the Hill 

Or use it for King of the Hill. King of the Hill is an awesome 
Gladiator Dueling game designed for adults, teenagers and 
kids. The aim of the game is to rule the mountain by knocking 
all challengers down the slides on either side of the inflatable 
beam. The game comes with two whacking sticks and helmets. 
Duke it out with your family and friends to determine who is 
"King of the Hill". 

Extra Challenge - You can spray the beam on this product 
with a water pistol filled with water and/or detergent. This will 
make the beam super slippery and a lot more challenging. 

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 4 years to adult 



Accessories Included 2 x helmets, 2 x dueling sticks, 1 blower  

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Product condition Excellent condition 

Dimensions inflated 9m x 5m. Requires a minimum of 10m x 6m x 3.5m high 
of available space 

Price  $1,500 each or 2 for $2,800 

Available for  
collection from 

1 available now 
1 available from the 20/07/20 

 
 
 
 
LET’S PARTY KIDS COMBO BOUNCY CASTLE 
 

 
 
 

Product description This Let's Party Kid's Combo Bouncy Castle is a colourful 
addition to your kid’s parties and events. It is an open 
front inflatable for easy entry and exit, with a bounce area 
and dry slide for the little ones to enjoy.  

Age suitable Suitable for children up to the age of 10 years old 

Accessories Included 1 blower 



Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Product condition Good working order 

Dimensions inflated This inflatable is 5m x 4m. Requires 6m x 5m of available 
space. 

Price  $900 

Available for  
collection from 

06/07/20 

 
 
 
DINOSAUR KIDS JUMPING CASTLE - 2 available 

 



 
 
 

Product description Is your child one of the millions of kids obsessed with 
dinosaurs? If so, then this Dinosaur themed jumping 
castle is the one for you!  
The dinosaur themed jumping castle is fully enclosed on 
three walls for safety and includes a small (unintimidating) 
slide that the little kids will love. 
  
This inflatable is a great option for kids with single digit 
birthdays! 

Age suitable Suitable for children up to the age of 10 years old 

Accessories Included 1 x blower 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Age of product 1 year old 

Product condition Excellent, near new condition 

Dimensions inflated 4m wide x 5m deep x 3m tall.  
It requires 5m x 6m x 3m of available space.  



Price  $1,100 

Available for  
collection from 

2 available now 

 
OPEN TOP JUMPING CASTLES 

 
 
 

Product description You're never too old! Jumping castles are great fun for 
kids, teenagers & adults. 
This open top jumping castle is built tough and designed 
to handle the torment that they often endure at adult or 
teen parties! 

Age suitable Ages from 4years up to adults 

Accessories Included 2 x blowers 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Product condition Good working order, little faded from sun, few patches. 

Dimensions inflated 6m x 6m (requiring approx. 7m x 7m of available space) 
Heaps of space to bounce around.  

Price  $990 

Available for  
collection from 

2 available now 



DISCO THEMED JUMPING CASTLE 

 
 
 

Product description This huge shaded Disco party themed jumping castle is 
great fun for kids, teenagers & adults and perfect for any 
type of party. 
 
This huge jumping castle is built tough and great fun! 

Age suitable Ages from 4years up to adults 

Accessories Included 2 x blowers 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Age of product Only 1 year old 

Product condition Excellent near new condition 

Dimensions inflated 6m x 6m (requiring approx. 7m x 7m of available space) 
with plenty of head room to allow you heaps of space to 
bounce around. 

Price  $1,750 



Available for  
collection from 

1 Available 06/07/20 
1 SOLD 

 
BEACH PARTY JUMPING CASTLE 

 

Product description This huge shaded beach party themed jumping castle is great 
fun for kids, teenagers & adults and perfect for any type of 
party. 
 
It is built tough and designed to handle the torment that they 
often endure at adult or teen parties! Strong mesh in the back 
panel for added safety. 

Age suitable Ages from 4years up to adults 

Accessories Included 2 x blowers 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each, Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension leads @ $10 each, Safety mats @ $60 each 

Age of product 1 year old 

Product condition Excellent condition 

Dimensions inflated 6m x 6m (requiring approx. 7m x 7m of available space) with plenty 
of head room to allow you heaps of space to bounce around. 



Price  $1,750 

Available for  
collection from 

1 Available 06/07/20 
1 SOLD 

 
 
GREASY POLE WRESTLING 

 
 

Product description Greasy pole wrestling is fun for all ages! Great for parties when 
the guests don't mind getting wet. Perfect for wrestling your 
friends or colleagues off the pole so that they fall into the water 
below. The pole becomes slippery from water (no grease 
required 😂). Can be used dry if you fill the base with pillows or 
foam. 
 
This inflatable is ideal for fundraising events or corporate days.  

Age suitable Designed for all ages 5 years and up. Great for teens and 
adults. 

Accessories Included Inflatable, blower, pole, 1 x safety mat 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 
Long Hoses @ $10 each 



Age of product 2 years 

Product condition In great condition, no repair work ever required.  

Dimensions inflated 4m x 4m. Requires 5m x 5m of available space. 

Price  $900 

Available for  
collection from 

Available now 

 
 
 
FOAM PIT WITH FOAM MACHINE (tent optional extra) 
 

 



 

Product description This foam pit with foam machine is great for private 
parties, night club events and youth groups.  
 
Set up the foam pit in a large area and have a high 
powered foam cannon cover everyone in foam!  

Age suitable Ages from 3years to adults. 

Accessories Included It comes with the foam machine and stand, 1 x 240L 
wheelie bin for foam fluid mixing, 3 x 10L foam fluid 
containers, and hoses.  
 
1 inflatable pit comes complete with detachable doors 
and blower.  

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Extension power leads ($10), extra empty foam fluid containers 
($5), Inflatable foam tent 10m x 6m incl blower - $1,300.  

Product condition In good working order.  

Dimensions Inflatable pit 6m x 6m. Foam machine set up 2m x 1m x 2m 
tall. Optional tent 10m x 6m (requires a minimum of 11m x 7m 
of space). 

Price  $2,200 

Available for  
collection from 

Available now 



DUNK TANK 

 

Product description A dunk tank is a popular attraction at fundraising events. 
It is also a fun activity at private parties, corporate fun 
days, or sporting events. 
 
They are as much fun for the participants throwing the 
balls at the target as they are for the spectators watching 
the victims get dunked. 

Age suitable Designed for all ages 5 years and up.  
Great for teens and adults! 

Accessories Included Dunk tank frame, 1500L plastic tub with part clear panel, 4 x 
soft balls for throwing at the target, 1 ladder, safety net 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Hoses ($10), trailer ($1,000) 

Age of product 2 available - 1 year or 3 year old 

Product condition Clear panel on the tub has been repaired. Otherwise in great 
condition. 

Dimensions 4m wide x 2m x 2.5m tall.  
Requires a minimum of 6m x 6m of available space. 

Price  $2,750 

Available for  
collection from 

1 Available now 
1 Sold 



BOUNCY BOXING 

 

Product description Bouncy Boxing is a hilarious sport that allows you to challenge 
your mates, family, or even your boss to a fight! Ridiculously 
large oversized gloves are supplied to ensure no harm is 
caused to the participants as they duke it out. The boxing ring is 
a large inflatable jumping castle allowing you to bounce into 
your opponent like a superman with hulk sized fists. 
 
The inflatable ring can also be used for sumo wrestling. (Sumo 
suits not included, however are available for purchase) 

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 7 years to adult.  
 
(Younger kids can use it as a bouncy castle but may struggle to 
lift the gloves) 

Accessories Included 2 x helmets, 4 x oversized boxing gloves and 1 x blower 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each, Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each, Safety mats @ $60 each 

Product condition Good condition 

Dimensions inflated 6m x 6m. Requires a minimum of 7m x 7m of available space 

Price  $1350 

Available for  
collection from 

2 available now 



WIPEOUT - BIG BALLS OBSTACLE COURSE 
 

 

Product description This Big Balls assault course inflatable is a hilarious addition to any 
party. Based on the Big red balls from the TV show wipeout. It is the 
perfect challenge to make a fun run more exciting and is guaranteed 
to attract more competitors to an event. The course can be used as a 
single obstacle in a larger obstacle course fun run or it can entertain 
guests on its own as they attempt to master the inflatable challenge, 
compete in time trials or have relay races through the course.  

The balls can also be used for pillow fights or gladiator duelling. 
Balance on the ball and try to knock your opponent off theirs (dueling 
sticks not included).  

We have 2 of these obstacle courses available for sale, turning this 
awesome inflatable into a 2 laned big balls experience if you buy 
them both! 

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 4 years to adult 

Accessories Included 3 big red balls, 1 hand blower, 1 large blower (per inflatable) 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each, Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each, Safety mats @ $60 each 

Product condition Products are in great condition. No repair work required.  

Dimensions inflated *One Lane - 10 x 3m (requires 11m x 4m of available space).  
*Two Lane - 10m x 6m (requires 11m x 8m of available space). 

Price  $1,600 each or $2,900 for both 

Available for  
collection from 

2 Available now 



12M ORIGINAL RACER OBSTACLE COURSE 

 
 

Product description This fantastic inflatable obstacle course is always a party 
favourite and a great addition to any fun run or colour run 
course!  
It is perfect for relay races and is equally as challenging as 
it is fun. There won’t be anyone not enjoying themselves 
on this original racer obstacle course! 
We have 4 of these for sale. If you purchase more than 1 
you can put them side by side to have up to 8 lanes.  

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 4 years to adult 

Accessories Included 2 x blowers per inflatable 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 
Sand bags @ $10 
Extension power leads @ $10 
Safety mats @ $60 

Product condition In working order, well used, has patches and some leaf 
stains. 

Dimensions inflated 12m long x 4m wide. Requires a minimum of 13m x 
5m of available space. 

Price  $1,500 each, 2 for $2,700 

Available for  
collection from 

3 available now 
1 available from the 29/08/20 



20M ASSAULT OBSTACLE COURSE  

 

Product description The largest of the obstacle courses that we are selling, and with 
the tallest slide. This huge 20m inflatable comes in 2 x 10m long 
sections that can be used separately as an obstacle course and 
a tall slide or joined together as a 20m assault course. Great 
option for parties, fun runs, colour runs, school events, youth 
groups, and churches. 

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 4 years to adult. 

Accessories Included 2 x blowers 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 
Sand bags @ $10 
Extension power leads @ $10 
Safety mats @ $60 

Product quality 
condition 

Excellent condition with near new blowers. 

Dimensions inflated 20m long x 4m wide. Requires a minimum of 21m x 5m of 
available space 

Price  $3,900 

Available for  
collection from 

1 available from 18/07/20 
1 available from 29/08/20 

 
 



17M COLOUR RUN OBSTACLE COURSE with pool attachment 

 

Product description The Colour Run inflatable obstacle course is so colourful it makes 
rainbows jealous. This is a great option for school events, parties, fun 
runs, colour runs, churches, youth groups and more. 
This obstacle course can be used both dry and wet, thanks to the 
attachable pool. Guaranteed hires all year round if used in a 
business. Awesome inflatable to make everyone envious if for 
personal use. 
Comes in 3 parts for easier handling, Obstacle, Slide and pool. 

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 4 years to adult 

Accessories Included 2 x blowers 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10 
Sand bags @ $10, Safety mats @ $60 

Age of product 1 to 2 years 

Product  condition Excellent 

Dimensions inflated 15m x 4m if used dry, 17m long x 4m wide if pool attached. Requires 
a minimum of 18m x 5m of available space 

List price  $3,500 

Available for  
collection from 

1 available now 
1 SOLD 



15M OCTOPUS ATTACK OBSTACLE COURSE 

 
 



Product description Try not to get tangled up in the octopus's tentacles as 
you race through the Octopus Attack obstacle course. 
This 15m long inflatable is a great option for school 
events, parties, fun runs, colour runs, churches and 
youth groups and has 2 lanes for epic relay races. 
 
You can use this inflatable as both a dry or wet option 
as it has a pool at the end.  

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 4 years to adult 

Accessories Included 2 x blowers 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10 
Sand bags @ $10, Safety mats @ $60 

Age of product 1 to 2 years 

Product condition Excellent 

Dimensions inflated 15m long x 4m wide. Requires a minimum of 16m x 
5m of available space 

List price  $3,300 

Available for  
collection from 

1 available from 29/08/20 
1 SOLD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RAPID FIRE BASKETBALL INFLATABLE 

 
 

Product description 
This large basketball inflatable comes with 5 hoops that each 
catch 5 basketballs. This allows up to 5 people at a time to race 
to fill their buckets with 5 balls in a rapid fire shooting 
competition.  
Basketballs are supplied in two colours so you can also play 
games of connect 4, in which the first player to land 4 of their 
balls in a straight line in any direction across the inflatable wins 
the round. 

With 5 inflatable basketball hoops and 20 basketballs supplied, 
there are countless basketball shooting games that can be 
played.  

Age suitable Suitable for 5 years to adult 

Accessories Included 1 x blower 
20 basketballs 

Optional Extras  Pegs @ $2, Extension leads @ $10, Sand bags @ $10 

Age of product 1 year 

Product quality condition Excellent 

Dimensions inflated 3m x 2m x 3.1m tall. Requires 4m x 4m x 3.1m of available 
space to allow room for basketball shooting games. 

Price  $750 



Available for  
collection from 

2 available now 

 
SPORTS THEMED JUMPING CASTLE 

 

Product 
description 

Our sports themed jumping castle arena is a HUGE inflatable offering 5 
different sports games to enjoy! Measuring at 13m long x 6m wide - It’s an 
enormous amount of inflatable room to bounce around in! Here are your 5 
different sports options to play - 
Basketball: At both ends there is a basketball hoop for full court games of 
basketball or slam dunk competitions. Rubber basketball included.  
Soccer / European Handball: Each end of the castle has goals for games of 
Soccer or European Handball. Soccer ball included. 
Volleyball: This huge inflatable has a net in the middle for extremely bouncy 
games of volleyball. Dive for digs and see who can perform the biggest spikes 
using the bouncy base to launch yourself above the net. A volleyball is 
included. 
Twister: Finally the base of the castle is a giant twister board. Let the classic 
game that ties you up in knots add some sexy fun to adult parties or provide 
endless entertainment for kids parties. Twister Board included 

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 5 years to adult.  

Accessories  2 x powerful blowers 

Optional Extras  
 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10 
Sand bags @ $10, Safety mats @ $60 

Condition Looks great, a few stains and patches. Entry net is ripped as the hole was too 
small for adults to get in and out of with ease.  



Dimensions 13m x 6m x 5m high. Requires a minimum of 14m x 7m of space. 

Price  $2700 

Available for  
collection from 

1 Available now 

 
SUMO SUITS! 
 

 
 

Product description Sumo suits will provide fantastic entertainment at your 
next party or event. Sumo wrestling is as much fun for the 
spectators watching as it is for the participants wrestling! 
Guaranteed to get a bunch of laughs, as your friend's 
battle it out for the crown of ultimate sumo champion!  
 
We have 5 sets available. Have a huge Royal Rumble! 

Age suitable Usually from 12 years and up. 

Accessories Included Two sumo suits, helmets, gloves and round wrestling mat 

Product quality condition Well used. They have lots of padding and PVC inside and 
out for easy cleaning and sanitising. 

Price $700 for each set of adult suits.  

Available for  
collection from 

2 sets available now 
1 set available 20/07/20 



Velcro Fly Wall with Gladiator Duelling! 
 

 
 

Product description The Velcro Fly Wall and Gladiator duel is a one of a kind combo 
product with two amazing games in one! This product comes with 2 
velcro suits, gladiator dueling helmets and whackers. Dress in velcro 
and see how high you can stick yourself to the wall, or stand on the 
podiums in the centre of the inflatable and attempt to knock your 
opponent to the ground with the padded whacking sticks.  
 
Can also just be used as a really big and bouncy jumping castle.We 
have two sizes available. A huge 9m x 6m and a newer 7m x 4m.  

Age suitable 5yrs and up 

Accessories Included Velcro suits, podiums, whacking sticks, 2 x Blowers 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10 
Sand bags @ $10, Safety mats @ $60 

Age of product 4 years or 1 year old 

Product quality condition New one is in great condition, barely used. Current velcro is in 
perfect condition and when it eventually wears it has a brand new 
spare velcro wall piece that can be attached. Older ones have a few 
stains and general wear. They are all functional. Velcro suits are 
used but still stick well.  

Dimensions inflated 9m x 6m x 4m tall or 7m x 4m x 4m tall 

Price  $1400 each for older ones. $1750 for new one.  



Available for  
collection from 

2 available now 
1 available from 06/07/20 

 
 
Huge Jumping castle water slide  

 
 

Product description The adult sized Jumping Castle with Water Slide 
attachment is a huge inflatable that is perfect for hot 
weather! One of the all time favourites in the Crazy Town 
range. 
Comes in two parts, a big 6m x 6m jumping castle and a 
4m x 14m slide piece. Jumping Castle can be used on it’s 
own. 

Age suitable 3 years and up. 

Accessories Included 3 x blowers and a sprinkler 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10, Hoses @ $15 

Sand bags @ $10, Safety mats @ $60. 

Age of product 3 years or 1 year 

Product quality condition Excellent on the 1 year old set up. Older one has some stains 
and patches. 



Dimensions inflated 6m x 20m  

Price  $3,400 

Available for  
collection from 

2 available now 

 
Whack a Mole! 

 
 

Product description The Whack a Mole inflatable is a life sized version of the old 
Whac-A-Mole arcade game.  In the original game participants would 
hit toy moles with a mallet every time they popped their heads out of a 
hole in the console. In this version of the game your friends are the 
moles and it's your job to whack them back into the holes. Participants 
pop up out of their holes and attempt to steal as many balls as they 
can and drop them off in their basket before returning for more balls. If 
the player in the middle manages to whack a mole with the hammer 
they must drop the balls in their hand and fall back into the hole. The 
player/mole that has stolen the most balls at the end of the 
designated time is the winner! 

Age suitable 7 and up 

Accessories Included 1 x blower, Balls, whacker, 6 helmets 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10 
Sand bags @ $10, Safety mats @ $60 

Age of product 1 year 

Product condition Excellent 



Dimensions inflated 4.5m diameter 

Price  $1,390 

Available for  
collection from 

2 available now 

 
Black Light Rave Cave Party Tent 
 

 
 

Product description Black Light party tent aka the Rave Cave! 
This huge 10m x 6m inflatable tent is made of a dark material that is 
designed to keep light out at night for epic glow in the dark black light 
parties. The tent inflates within 2 minutes for a quick set up. The tent 
comes with 6 long length LED UV blacklights. 
 
The windows can all be rolled up or down and there is a mesh layer 
inside that can also be rolled up or down. The doors at both ends also 
roll up and down.  

Age suitable All ages 

Accessories Included 2 x blowers, 6 x LED black lights 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10 
Sand bags @ $10 



Product condition Good working order 

Dimensions inflated 10m x 6m 

Price  $1,500 

Available for  
collection from 

Available now 

 
PARTY TIME KIDS CASTLE 
 

 
 

Product description This Party Time bouncy castle has been designed with a 
variety of themes and colours to make it suitable for both 
boy's and girl's parties.  
 
It is a compact jumping castle designed to fit in more 
backyards. With a lower roof to fit in some indoor 
locations or under some patios. It has bright, vibrant 
colours and designs that include unicorns, rainbows, 
circus themes, animals, and party time balloons. This 
castle is sure to be a hit at any kid's party.  

Age suitable Suitable for children up to the age of 8 years old 

Accessories Included 1 x blower 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 



Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Age of product 1 year 

Product condition Excellent condition, near new 

Dimensions inflated 4m wide x 3.5m deep x 3m tall. It requires 5m x 4m x 3m 
of available space 

Price  $750  

Available for  
collection from 

2 SOLD 

 
Netted kids combos 
 
Sold 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR SALE 
 

● 2 x large trailers for sale for $800 and $900 
● 8m x 4m Pop up marquee with walls in great condition - Make an offer 
● 4 delivery vans. Prices and pick up dates available on request -  
● LDV V80 van mid roof LWB manual purchased new 2014 - 126,000km 
● LDV V80 van mid roof LWB automatic 2015 - 165,000km 
● Renault Trafic van low roof LWB automatic 2014 - 123,000km 
● Renault Master van mid roof MWB automatic 2016 - 98,000km 

 
***Please contact us for prices if these may be of interest.***  
 



 

 



 

 


